How to do...
the final exam

1. **Find course/lecture** in/with whom you would like to do your exam (political science, history, economics, etc.) & get his/her approval

2. **Suggest two topics** which are not very close to each other in the overall topic & get them **approved** by examiner

(for example for German History: a) German colonialism, b) Foreign Policy of the Weimar Republic)

3. **Hand in list of texts** you will read for each topic – approx. 5-8 different texts each (journal article and books) – and get them **approved**

4. after reading (or before if you know topics well already) communicate with examiner about **possible/sample questions** for exam

5. the exam will be **three hours** at a date agreed upon together; you will be able to write the exam at home, at your computer in the set time and may be able to ask examiner for guidance if necessary. You will have to answer two questions, one for each topic, from a list of four questions.